Description Logics (DLs) play an important role in the Semantic Web as the foundation of ontology language OWL DL. On the other hand, uncertainty is a form of deficiency or imperfection commonly found in real-world information/data. In this paper, we present a framework for knowledge bases with uncertainty expressed in the Description Logic ALC U , which is a propositionally complete representation language providing conjunction, disjunction, existential and universal quantifications, and full negation. The proposed framework is equipped with a constraint-based reasoning procedure that derives a collection of assertions as well as a set of linear/nonlinear constraints that encode the semantics of the uncertainty knowledge base. The interesting feature of our approach is that, by simply tuning the combination functions that generate the constraints, different notions of uncertainty can be modeled and reasoned with, using a single reasoning procedure. We establish soundness, completeness, and termination of the reasoning procedure. Detailed explanations and examples are included to describe the proposed completion rules.
Introduction
The vision of the Semantic Web [5] was first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee as "a Web of data that can be processed directly or indirectly by machines" [4] . The idea is to make Web resources more machine-interpretable by giving them a well-defined meaning through semantic markups. One way to encode such semantic mark-ups is using ontologies. An ontology is "an explicit specification of a conceptualization" [12] . Informally, an ontology consists of a set of terms in a domain, the relationship between the terms, and a set of constraints imposed on the way in which those terms can be combined. Constraints such as concept conjunction, disjunction, negation, existential quantifier, and universal quantifier can all be expressed using ontology languages. By explicitly defining the relationships and constraints among the terms, the semantics of the terms can be better defined and understood.
Among the Semantic Web ontology languages, the OWL Web Ontology Language [40] is the most recent W3C Recommendation. One of its species, OWL DL, is named because of its correspondence with Description Logics (DLs) [1] . The family of DLs is mostly a subset of first-order logic (FOL) that is considered to be attractive because it keeps a good compromise between the expressive power and the computational tractability [1] . The well-defined semantics as well as the availability of the powerful reasoning tools make the family of DLs particularly interesting to the Semantic Web community [2] .
The standard DLs, such as the one that is the basis of OWL DL, focus on the classical logic, which is more suitable to describe concepts that are crisp and well-defined in nature. However, in the real-world applications, uncertainty, which refers to a form of deficiency or imperfection in the information for which the truth of such information is not established definitely [23] , is everywhere. Not only because the real-world information is mostly imperfect or deficient, but also because many realistic applications need the capability to handle uncertainty -from classification of genes in bioinformatics, schema matching in information integration, to matchmaking in Web services. The need to model and reason with uncertainty has been found in many different Semantic Web contexts. For example, in an online medical diagnosis system, one might want to find out to what degree a person, John, would have heart disease if the certainty that an obese person would have heart disease lies between 0.7 and 1, and John is obese with a degree between 0.8 and 1. Such knowledge cannot be expressed nor be reasoned with the standard DLs.
In this paper, we propose a decidable constraint-based resolution approach to reason with uncertainty expressed in the DL ALC U . This language extends the standard DL ALC [30] with uncertainty, and is propositionally complete with conjunction, disjunction, existential and universal quantifications, and full negation. Constraint-based reasoning [10] solves reasoning problems by stating constraints about the problem and then finding solution satisfying all the constraints. There are several advantages in our constraint-based approach. For instance, constraints have well-defined and often intuitive semantics making them suitable to express complex uncertainty constraints. Also, constraints are declarative and hence easy to generate and use in other modules. Besides, there are many constraint solvers and algorithms to process them [6] .
The constraint-based reasoning procedure proposed in this paper derives a set of assertions and constraints that encode the semantics of the ALC U knowledge base. These derived constraints are then solved using the constraint solver to perform the reasoning tasks. The interesting feature of this approach is that, by simply tuning the combination functions that generate the constraints, different notions of uncertainty can be modeled and reasoned with, using a single reasoning procedure.
This paper is an extension of our previous work as follows. In [13] , we presented a basic framework for representing the uncertainty knowledge as well as an initial attempt to study the inference rules. In [14] , we presented a reasoning procedure for dealing with acyclic uncertainty knowledge bases. In this paper, we further extend [14] by presenting a reasoning procedure for dealing with general (both cyclic and acyclic) uncertainty knowledge bases. In addition, we establish soundness, completeness, and termination of the proposed reasoning procedure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the DL ALC and other related work. Section 3 presents the DL ALC U , the proposed constraint-based tableau reasoning procedure, along with an illustrative example. We also establish the soundness, completeness, and termination of the ALC U reasoning procedure. Finally, concluding remarks and future directions are presented in Section 4.
Background and Related Work
In this section, we first give an overview of the DL ALC, which is the basis of the DL ALC U . We then review the related work.
Overview of the DL ALC
Description logics (DLs) are a family of knowledge representation languages that can be used to represent the knowledge of an application domain using concept descriptions and have logic-based semantics [1, 3] . The DL fragment that we focus in this paper is called ALC, which corresponds to the propositional multi-modal logic K (m) [29] .
The ALC framework consists of three main components -the description language, the knowledge base, and the reasoning procedure.
(1) ALC Description Language: Every description language has elementary descriptions which include atomic concepts (unary predicates) and roles (binary predicates). Complex descriptions can then be built inductively from concept constructors. The description language ALC consists of a set of language constructors that are of practical interest. Specifically, let R be a role name, the syntax of a concept description (denoted C or D) in ALC is described as follows, where the name of each rule is given in parenthesis.
Person be an atomic concept and hasParent be a role. Then ∀hasParent.Person is a concept description. We use Top Concept ⊤ as a synonym for A ⊔ ¬A, and Bottom Concept ⊥ as a synonym for A ⊓ ¬A.
The semantics of the description language is defined using the notion of interpretation. An interpretation I is a pair I = (∆ I , · I ), where ∆ I is a non-empty domain of the interpretation, and · I is an interpretation function that maps each atomic concept A to a set A I ⊆ ∆ I , each atomic role R to a binary relation R I ⊆ ∆ I × ∆ I , and each individual name a to an element individual name a to an element a I ∈ ∆ I . The interpretations of concept descriptions are shown below: 
An interpretation I satisfies a TBox T iff I satisfies every axiom in T .
An ABox is a set of statements that describe a specific state of affairs in an application domain, with respect to some individuals, in terms of concepts and roles. Let a and b be individuals, C be a concept, R be a role, and let ":" denote "is an instance of". An ABox includes of a set of assertions that could be a combination of concept assertions of the form a : C and role assertions of the form (a, b) : R . For example, the concept assertion John : ObesePerson asserts that individual John is an instance of concept ObesePerson. Similarly, the role assertion (John, Mary) : hasMother asserts that John's mother is Mary. An interpretation I satisfies a : C if a I ∈ C I , and it satisfies (a,
I . An interpretation I satisfies an ABox A, iff it satisfies every assertion in A with respect to a TBox T .
An interpretation I satisfies (or is a model of) a knowledge base Σ = T , A (denoted I |= Σ), iff it satisfies both components of Σ. The knowledge base Σ is consistent if there exists an interpretation I that satisfies Σ. We say that Σ is inconsistent otherwise. (3) ALC Reasoning Procedure: Most DL systems use tableau-based reasoning procedure (called tableau algorithm) to provide reasoning services [1] . The main reasoning services include (i) the consistency problem which checks if the ABox is consistent with respect to the TBox, (ii) the entailment problem which checks if an assertion is entailed by a knowledge base, (iii) the concept satisfiability problem which checks if a concept is satisfiable with respect to a TBox, and (iv) the subsumption problem which checks if a concept is subsumed by another concept with respect to a TBox. All these reasoning services can be reduced to the consistency problem [1] . The tableau algorithm can be used to check consistency of the knowledge base Σ. It tries to construct a model by iteratively applying a set of so-called completion rules in arbitrary order. Each completion rule application adds one or more additional inferred assertions to the ABox to make it explicit the knowledge that was previously present implicitly. The algorithm terminates when no further completion rule is applicable. If one could arrive a completion that contains no contradiction (also known as clash), then the knowledge base is consistent. Otherwise, the knowledge base is inconsistent.
Related Work
Incorporating uncertainty in DL frameworks has been the topic of numerous research for more than a decade [7, 9, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Based on the underlying mathematical foundation and the type of uncertainty modeled, we can classify each proposal into one of the three approaches: fuzzy, probabilistic, and possibilistic approach.
The fuzzy approach [7, 17, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , based on fuzzy set theory [41] , deals with the vagueness in the knowledge, where a proposition is true only to some degree. For example, the statement "Jason is obese with degree 0.4" indicates Jason is slightly obese. Here, the value 0.4 is the degree of membership that Jason is in concept obese.
The probabilistic approach [9, 11, 20, 21, 24, 25] , based on the classical probability theory, deals with the uncertainty due to lack of knowledge, where a proposition is either true or false, but one does not know for sure which one is the case. Hence, the certainty value refers to the probability that the proposition is true. For example, one could state that: "The probability that Jason would have heart disease given that he is obese lies in the range [0. 8, 1] ."
Finally, the possibilistic approach [18, 27] , based on possibility theory [42] , allows both certainty (necessity measure) and possibility (possibility measure) be handled in the same formalism. For example, by knowing that "Jason's weight is above 80 kg", the proposition "Jason's weight is at least 80 kg" is necessarily true with certainty 1, while "Jason's weight is 90 kg" is possibly true with certainty 0.5.
What sets our approach apart from the existing approaches is the way knowledge bases are reasoned. There have been a number of approaches proposed on supporting uncertainty/DL reasoning. Some extended the tableau-based reasoning procedure used in standard DLs, some transformed the uncertainty knowledge bases into standard DL knowledge bases, while others employed completely different reasoning procedures such as the inference algorithm developed for Bayesian networks. A survey of these frameworks can be found in Chapter 6 of [1] and in [16] .
Although constraint-based reasoning procedures were proposed in [7, 36, 38, 39] , there are some major differences between these works and the one we present in this paper. While our approach is to develop one reasoning procedure for dealing with uncertainty with different mathematical foundations, others mainly considered one form. For instance, [39] supports only fuzzy logic with Zadeh semantics, [7] supports only product t-norm, and [38] supports only Lukasiewicz semantics. Although [36] supports both Zadeh and Lukasiewicz semantics, it uses two sets of reasoning procedures instead of using one generic reason-ing procedure to deal with different semantics. Another difference is that the reasoning procedure we present in this paper supports general TBoxes (i.e., concept descriptions are allowed to appear on the left hand side of an axiom, and cyclic axioms are supported), which is more complicated than the ones considered in [36, 39] .
3 The ALC U Framework
In this section, we present the ALC U framework, which extends the standard ALC framework with uncertainty. To support uncertainty, each component of the standard ALC framework needs to be extended. For this, we first introduce the DL ALC U , including the syntax and semantics of the description language and the knowledge base. We then present the reasoning procedure and establish its correctness. After that, we illustrate through examples the various extended components of the ALC U framework.
The Description Language ALC U
Recall that the description language refers to the language used for building concepts. The syntax of the ALC U description language is identical to that of the standard ALC, while the corresponding semantics is extended with uncertainty.
We assume that the certainty values form a complete lattice L = V, , where V is the certainty domain, and is the partial order on V. Also, ≺, , ≻, and = are used with their obvious meanings. We use l to denote the least element in V, t for the greatest element in V, ⊕ for the join operator (the least upper bound) in L, ⊗ for the meet operator (the greatest lower bound), and ∼ for the negation operator. We also assume that there is only one underlying certainty lattice for the entire knowledge base. An advantage of using a lattice is that it can be used to model both qualitative and quantitative certainty values. An example for the former is the classical logic with lattice L = {0, 1}, ≤ , where ≤ is the usual order on binary values {0, 1}. For the latter, an example would be a family of multi-valued logics over the unit interval [0, 1], such as fuzzy logic, with certainty lattice
The semantics of the description language is based on the notion of an interpretation. An interpretation I is defined as a pair (∆ I , · I ), where ∆ I is the domain and · I is an interpretation function that maps each
• atomic concept A into a certainty function CF A , where CF A : ∆ I → V
• atomic role R into a certainty function CF R , where
where V is the certainty domain. For example, let John be an individual name and Obese be an atomic concept. Then, Obese I (John I ) gives the certainty that John is an instance of the concept Obese. The syntax and semantics of the description language ALC U are summarized in Table 1 . 
As shown in Table 1 , the certainty of the Top Concept ⊤ is the greatest element in the certainty lattice, t. Similarly, the certainty of the Bottom Concept ⊥ is the least element in the certainty lattice, l.
The operator ∼ in Table 1 denotes the negation function, where ∼: V → V must satisfy the following properties:
• Boundary Conditions: ∼ l = t and ∼ t = l.
• Double Negation:
The negation operator ∼ in the certainty lattice is used as the default negation function. That is, (¬C) In addition, f c and f d in Table 1 denote the conjunction and disjunction functions, respectively, both of which we refer as the combination functions. They are used to specify how one should interpret a given description language. A combination function f is a binary function from V × V to V. This function combines a pair of certainty values into one. A combination function must satisfy some properties as listed in Table 2 [22] .
A conjunction function f c is a combination function that satisfies properties P 1 , P 2 , P 5 , P 6 , P 7 , and P 8 as described in Table 2 . The monotonicity Table 2 Combination Function Properties ID Property Name Property Definition
Continuity f is continuous w.r.t. each of its arguments
property asserts that increasing the certainties of the arguments in f improves the certainty that f returns. The bounded value and boundary condition properties are included so that the interpretation of the certainty values makes sense. The commutativity property allows reordering of the arguments of f , say for optimization purposes. Finally, the associativity of f ensures that different evaluation orders of concept conjunctions will not yield different results. Some common conjunction functions are the well-known minimum function, the algebraic product (prod (x, y) = x · y) and the bounded difference (bDiff (x, y) = max (0, x + y − 1)).
A disjunction function f d is a combination function that satisfies properties P 1 , P 3 , P 4 , P 6 , P 7 , and P 8 as described in Table 2 . These properties are enforced for similar reasons as in the conjunction case. Some common disjunction functions are the maximum function, the probability independent function (ind (x, y) = x + y − x · y) and the bounded sum function (bSum(x, y) = min (1, x + y)).
In Table 1 , the semantics of the Role Exists Restriction ∃R.C is defined as (∃R.C)
The intuition here is that ∃R.C is viewed as the open first order formula ∃b. R(a, b) ∧ C(b), where ∃ is viewed as a disjunction over certainty values associated with R(a, b) ∧ C(b). Specifically, the semantics of R(a, b) ∧ C(b) is captured using the conjunction function f c (R I (a, b), C I (b)), and ∃b is captured using the join operator in the certainty lattice ⊕ b∈∆ I .
Similarly, the semantics of the Role Value Restriction ∀R.C is defined as (∀R.C)
, and ∀ is viewed as a conjunction over certainty values associated with the implication R(a, b) → C(b). To be more precise, the semantics of R(a, b) → C(b) is captured using the disjunction and the negation functions as
, and ∀b is captured using the meet operator in the certainty lattice ⊗ b∈∆ I .
We say a concept is in negation normal form (NNF) if the negation operator appears only in front of concept names. The following two inter-constructor properties allow the transformation of concept descriptions into NNFs.
• De Morgan's Rule: ¬(C ⊔ D) ≡ ¬C ⊓ ¬D and ¬(C ⊓ D) ≡ ¬C ⊔ ¬D.
• Negating Quantifiers Rule: ¬∃R.C ≡ ∀R.¬C and ¬∀R.C ≡ ∃R.¬C.
ALC U Knowledge Base
The knowledge base Σ in the ALC U framework is a pair T , A , where T is a TBox and A is an ABox. An interpretation I satisfies (or is a model of) Σ (denoted I |= Σ), if and only if it satisfies both T and A. The knowledge base Σ is consistent if there exists an interpretation I that satisfies Σ, and is inconsistent otherwise.
ALC U TBox
An ALC U TBox T consists of a set of terminological axioms defining how concepts are related to each other. Each axiom is associated with a certainty value as well as a conjunction function and a disjunction function which are used to interpret the concept descriptions in the axiom. Specifically, an ALC U TBox consists of axioms that could be a combination of concept inclusions of the form C ⊑ D | α, f c , f d and concept equations of the form C ≡ D | α, f c , f d , where C and D are concept descriptions, α ∈ V is the certainty that the axiom holds, and f c and f d are the combination functions used to interpret the concepts that appear in the axiom. In particular, f c is the conjunction function used as the semantics of concept conjunction and part of the role exists restriction, and f d is the disjunction function used as the semantics of concept disjunction and part of the role value restriction. The concept equation
For example, the axiom Rich ⊑ ((∃owns.ExpensiveCar ⊔ ∃owns.Airplane) ⊓Golfer ) | [0.8, 1], min, max states that the concept Rich is subsumed by owning expensive car or owning an airplane, and being a golfer. The certainty of this axiom is at least 0.8, with all the concept conjunctions interpreted using min function, and all the concept disjunctions interpreted using max.
All axioms can be transformed into their normal forms, that is, axioms of the
For such transformation to make sense, the semantics of the concept inclusion is restricted to
, for all a ∈ ∆ I , where ∼ C I (a) captures the semantics of ¬C, and f d captures the semantics of ⊔ in ¬C ⊔ D. Hence, an interpretation I satisfies 
ALC U ABox
An ALC U ABox A consists of a set of assertions, each of which is associated with a certainty value and a pair of combination functions used to interpret the concept description(s) in the assertion. Specifically, these assertions could include concept assertions of the form a : C | α, f c , f d and role assertions of the form (a, b) : R | α, −, − , where a and b are individuals, C is a concept, R is a role, α ∈ V, f c is the conjunction function, f d is the disjunction function, and − denotes that the corresponding combination function is not applicable.
For instance, the assertion "Mary is tall and thin with degree between 0.6 and 0.8" can be expressed as Mary : Tall ⊓ Thin | [0.6, 0.8], min, − . Here, the concept conjunction is interpreted using the min function, and the disjunction function is not applicable since there is no concept disjunction in this assertion. Hence, "−" is used as a place holder.
In terms of the semantics of the assertions, an interpretation I satisfies a :
There are two types of individuals that could be in an ABox -defined individuals and generated individuals, defined as follows. We also introduce the notion of predecessor and ancestor in Definition 2. 
ALC U Reasoning Procedure
Let Σ = T , A be an ALC U knowledge base. Fig. 1 gives an overview of our constraint-based tableau reasoning procedure for ALC U . The rectangles represent data or knowledge bases, the arrows show the data flow, and the gray rounded boxes show where data processing is performed. In what follows, we present the ALC U tableau algorithm in detail. We first introduce the reasoning services offered, and then present the pre-processing phase and the completion rules. We also establish correctness of our ALC U tableau algorithm.
ALC U Reasoning Services
The ALC U reasoning services include the consistency, the entailment, and the subsumption problems as described below.
Consistency Problem: To check if an ALC U knowledge base Σ = T , A is consistent, we first apply the pre-processing steps (see Section 3.3.2) to obtain the initial extended ABox, A E 0 . In addition, the constraints set C 0 is initialized to the empty set {}. We then apply the completion rules (see Section 3.3.3) to derive implicit knowledge from explicit ones. Through the application of each rule, we add any assertions that are derived to the extended ABox A E i . In addition, constraints which denote the semantics of the assertions are added to the constraints set C
knowledge base is inconsistent. Otherwise, the system of inequations in C j is fed into the constraint solver to check its solvability. If the system of inequations is unsolvable, the knowledge base is inconsistent. Otherwise, the knowledge base is consistent.
Entailment Problem: Given an ALC U knowledge base Σ, the entailment problem determines the degree to which an assertion X is true. Like in standard DLs, the entailment problem can be reduced to the consistency problem. That is, let X be an assertion of the form a : C | x a:C , f c , f d . The degree that Σ entails X is the degree of x a:C such that Σ ∪ { a : ¬C,
Subsumption Problem: Let Σ = T , A be an ALC U knowledge base, and C ⊑ D | x C⊑D , f c , f d be the subsumption relationship to be checked. The subsumption problem determines the degree to which C is subsumed by D with respect to the TBox T . Like in standard DLs, this problem can be reduced to the consistency problem by finding the degree of x a:¬C⊔D such that Σ ∪ { a : C ⊓ ¬D | x a:C⊓¬D , f c , f d } is consistent, where a is a new, generated individual name.
As in standard DLs, the model being constructed by the ALC U tableau algorithm can be thought of as a forest. In what follows, we define a few related terms. 
Definition 3 (Forest, Node Label, Node Constraint, Edge Label) A "forest" is a collection of trees, with nodes corresponding to individuals, edges corresponding to relationships/roles between individuals, and root nodes corresponding to individuals present in the initial extended ABox. Each node is associated with a "node label", L(individual), to show the concept assertions associated with a particular individual, as well as a "node constraint", C(individual)
,
Definition 4 (Evaluation) Let Var(C) be the set of certainty variables occurring in the constraints set C, and V be the certainty domain. If the system of inequations in C is solvable, the solution to the constraints set π : Var(C) → V is called an "evaluation".

Definition 5 (Complete) An extended ABox A
Pre-processing Phase
The ALC U tableau algorithm starts by applying the following pre-processing steps, which maintains the equivalence of the result with the original knowledge base.
(1) Replace each axiom of the form
is not considered to be cyclic since it is equivalent to (C ≡ D). 
We call the resulting ABox after the pre-processing phase the initial extended ABox, denoted by A E 0 .
ALC U Completion Rules
In the standard ALC, if T is an unfoldable TBox, one can always reduce a reasoning problem with respect to T to a reasoning problem with respect to the empty TBox [1] . More specifically, the TBox could be discarded after the preprocessing phase. However, as explained earlier in Note 2, the idea of unfolding is not applicable for ALC U . Hence, we need to keep the TBox during the completion rule application phase, and make use of the TBox whenever a new individual is added to the extended ABox. This may lead to nontermination of completion-rule applications. To ensure termination, we introduce the notion of blocking.
certainty values, and Γ be either a certainty value in the certainty domain or the variable x X denoting the certainty of assertion X. The ALC U completion rules are defined as follows.
Clash Triggers:
The purpose of the clash triggers is to detect possible inconsistencies in the knowledge base. Note that the last two clash triggers detect the contradiction in terms of the certainty values specified for the same assertion. 
Role Assertion Rule:
Condition: Negation Rule:
The intuition behind the Negation Rule is that, if we know an assertion has certainty value Γ, then the certainty of its negation can be obtained by applying the negation operator in the lattice to Γ. For example, suppose the certainty domain is V = [0, 1], and the negation operator is defined as ∼ (x) = 1 − x. Then, if the assertion John : ¬T all | 0.8, −, − is in the ABox, we could infer John : T all | 0.2, −, − , which is added to the extended ABox.
Conjunction Rule:
Condition:
The intuition behind this rule is that, if we know an individual is in C ⊓ D, then we know it is in both C and D. In addition, according to the semantics of the description language, we know that the semantics of a : C ⊓ D is defined by applying the conjunction function to the interpretation of a : C and the interpretation of a : D.
For example, if the extended ABox includes the assertion Mary : Tall ⊓ Thin | 0.8, min, max , then we could infer that Mary : Tall | x Mary:Tall , −, − and Mary : Thin | x Mary:Thin , −, − . Also, the constraint min(x Mary:Tall , x Mary:Thin ) = 0.8 must be satisfied.
Disjunction Rule:
The intuition behind this rule is that, if we know an individual is in C ⊔ D, then we know it is in either C, D, or in both. In addition, according to the semantics of the description language, we know that the semantics of a : C ⊔ D is defined by applying the disjunction function to the interpretation of a : C and that of a : D.
It is interesting to note is that the disjunction rule in the standard DL is nondeterministic, since it can be applied in different ways to the same ABox. However, note that the disjunction rule in ALC U is deterministic. This is because the semantics of the concept disjunction is now encoded in the disjunction function in the form of a constraint. For example, suppose the extended ABox includes the assertion Mary : Tall ⊔ Thin | 0.8, min, max , then we know that Mary is Tall to some degree ( Mary : Tall | x Mary:Tall , −, − ) and Mary is Thin to some degree ( Mary : Thin | x Mary :Thin , −, − ), possibly zero. Moreover, the constraint max (x Mary:Tall , x Mary:Thin ) = 0.8 must be satisfied, which means that either x Mary:Tall = 0.8, or x Mary :Thin = 0.8, or x Mary:Tall = x Mary:Thin = 0.8.
Role Exists Restriction Rule:
The intuition behind this rule is that, if we know that an individual a is in ∃R.C, there must exist at least an individual, say b, such that a is related to b through the relationship R, and b is in the concept C. 
The intuition behind the Role Value Restriction rule is that, if we know that an individual a is in ∀R.C, and if there is an individual b such that a is related to b through the relationship R, then b must be in the concept C. ) , where inf is the meet operator in the lattice ⊗. Note that the new constraint takes into account the certainty value of the current assertion as well as that of the previous assertion.
Correctness of the ALC U Tableau Algorithm
We establish the correctness of the ALC U tableau algorithm by showing that it is sound, complete, and terminates, as follows. Proof. The "if" direction: Let C be the constraints set associated with the extended ABox A E , and C ′ be the constraints set associated with the extended ABox
The "only if" direction: We prove the claim by considering each completion rule. Since the cases of Concept Assertion, Role Assertion, and Negation rules are straightforward, we skip them here.
Let C and D be concepts, a and b be individuals in the domain, and R be a role. Also, let I, π be a model of A E , and assume that the following completion rule is triggered.
Conjunction Rule: By applying the conjunction rule to a : is already in C, we replace it with (x a:∀R.C = ⊗(Γ, Γ ′′ )). Since I, π is a model of A E , I satisfies a : ∀R.C | Γ, f c , f d and, for every individual b that is a R-successor of a, I satisfies (a, b) : R | Γ ′ , −, − . In addition, the evaluation π gives the certainty that a is in ∀R.C (denoted π(x a:∀R.C )) and the certainty that b is a R-successor of a (denoted π(x (a,b):R )). We know by definition that (∀R.C)
Hence, for every b that is a R-successor of a, there exists some α ∈ V such that 
otherwise, where b is the least value in V
• For all roles R, we define
Also, since π is a solution to the constraints set C, we have
That is, I A satisfies concept assertions of the form a : ∀R. 
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Before proving the termination property, we need to introduce the term "concept subsets." Definition 11 (Concept Subsets) Let C be a concept. The subsets of C, denoted subset(C), is recursively defined as follows.
Lemma 12 (Termination) Let X be any assertion in the extended ABox A E . The application of the completion rules to X always terminates.
Proof. Let X be of the form a : C | α, f c , f d , and s = |subset(C)|. As in the standard DL [19] , termination is a result of the following properties of the completion rules:
(1) The completion rules are designed to avoid duplicated rule applications.
The completion rules never remove any assertion from the extended ABox nor change/remove any concept in the assertion.
(3) Successors are only generated by Role Exists Restriction Rule, and each application of such rule generates at most one successor. Since there cannot be more than s Role Exists Restrictions, the out-degree of the tree is bounded by s. (4) Each node label contains non-empty subsets of subset(C). Hence, if there is a path of length at least 2 s , there must be two nodes along the path that have the same node label, and hence blocking occurs. Since the path cannot grow longer once a blocking takes place, the length of the path is at most 2 s .
Illustrative Examples
To illustrate the ALC U framework, we first present a detailed example of how ALC U tableau algorithm can be applied step-by-step. We then present an example demonstrating some interesting inferences that can be performed on an ALC U knowledge base.
Example of Applying ALC U Tableau Algorithm
To illustrate the ALC U tableau algorithm and the need for blocking, let us consider a cyclic fuzzy knowledge base Σ = T , A , where:
Note that the fuzzy knowledge bases can be expressed in ALC U by setting the certainty lattice as L = V, , where V = C[0, 1] is the set of closed subintervals [α, β] in [0, 1] such that α β. We also set the meet operator in the lattice as inf (infimum), the join operator as sup (supremum), and the negation function as ∼ (x) = t − x, where t = [1, 1] is the greatest value in the certainty lattice. Finally, the conjunction function is set to min, and the disjunction function is set to max .
To find out if Σ is consistent, we first apply the pre-processing steps. For this, we transform the axiom into its normal form: With the above knowledge base (Σ), some interesting inferences can be performed. For example, to determine the certainty with which John is a heart patient, we apply the entailment checking by determining the degree that Σ entails the assertion John : HeartPatient | x John:HeartPatient , min, max , which yields a certainty between 0.7 and 1.
It is also interesting to find out the certainty that John is a diabetes patient or a heart patient by determining the degree that Σ entails the assertion John : (DiabetesPatient ⊔ HeartPatient ) | x John:(DiabetesPatient ⊔HeartPatient) , min, max , which yields a degree between 0.9 and 1. This is because the certainty with which John is a diabetes patient is at least 0.9, and the certainty that John is a heart patient is at least 0.7.
Finally, to see the certainty that John has a mother who is both a breast cancer patient and a diabetes patient, the entailment degree for the assertion John : ∃hasMother .(BreastCancerPatient ⊓ DiabetesPatient) | x John:∃hasMother .(BreastCancerPatient ⊓DiabetesPatient) , min, max is determined, which yields a degree of at least 0.65. It is interesting to note that, although we did not explicitly assert that Mary is a female person, we can infer that Mary is a breast cancer patient with a certainty of at least 0.65 through the fact that Mary is John's mother, a mother is a female person, and a female person is a breast cancer patient with a certainty of at least 0.65.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the ALC U framework that extends the standard DL ALC with uncertainty. The proposed framework allows us to incorporate various forms of uncertainty within DLs in a uniform manner. This is achieved by abstracting away the notion of uncertainty in the description language, the knowledge base, and the reasoning procedure. The proposed tableau reasoning procedure works by deriving a set of assertions as well as linear/nonlinear constraints that encode the semantics of the uncertainty knowledge base. The advantage of this approach is that it makes the design of the ALC U tableau algorithm generic and uniform for computing different semantics. That is, by simply tuning the combination functions that generate the constraints, different notions of uncertainty can be modeled and reasoned with, using a single reasoning procedure. To establish correctness of the ALC U tableau algorithm, we showed that it is sound, complete, and terminates. We also demonstrated through examples that the ALC U framework is capable of handling practical queries.
The optimization aspect of the ALC U reasoning procedure is beyond the scope of this paper. However, a preliminary study in this regard can be found in [15] .
As future work, we plan to extend ALC U to support a more expressive portion of DL (e.g., SHOIN , which OWL DL is based on) so that constructors such as number restrictions and transitive properties can be supported. Another interesting extension to the ALC U framework would be to support other forms of uncertainty. Currently, we keep the description language syntax the same as the standard DL while extending only its semantics. However, since probabilistic reasoning usually requires extra information about the events, their relationships, and the facts in the world, it would require syntactical extension to the description language in order to model knowledge bases with more probability modes, such as positive/negative correlation and conditional probability. The challenge here would be investigating whether it is feasible to extend the syntax of the description language generically to support these uncertainty formalisms, and how such extension can fit into the existing ALC U framework.
